A further premise of this article is that robotics could benefit from taking a closer interest in evolutionary history-the study of the phylogenetic relationships between animals and the nature of evolutionary change from the first animal forms to those of the present day. Valuable insights for robotics should be gained if we can understand how complex biological control systems were derived from simpler ones-a question that can only be answered by investigating the evolution of neural circuits and of animal behavior. Of course, brains and behavior do not make good fossils. This gives investigators of neural and behavioral evolution the difficult task of drawing inferences about ancestral forms from clues found in comparative and developmental studies (e.g. [8, 16, 30, 331). Only occasionally does the fossil record cast a direct light on the behavior of extinct organisms. In this article, however, we are concerned with fossil evidence of exactly this sort that has provided important insights into the behavioral competencies of some of the first bilateral invertebrates. Perhaps surprisingly, we find that the nervous systems of these creatures generated behavior with remarkable
I Introduction
Biology is widely regarded as an important source of inspiration for robotics (e.g., [20] ). Animals are seen as offering working examples of robust, embedded autonomous agents, and their neural circuitry, and sensor and motor structures, are viewed as providing models for designing similar components for robots. Ideas are also beginning to flow from robotics to biology. For instance, the control architecture for a six-legged robot developed by Brooks [6] has provided a useful metaphor for understanding the functional architecture of insect nervous systems [1] ; other robots, of various designs, are being used to evaluate theoretical models developed in biology (e.g. [2, 17, 451) . All robots, like all animals, are embodied and must physically interact with their surroundings. The study of robot models of animal behavior can therefore make an important contribution to understanding how the nervous system, body, and environment interact to generate adaptive behavior [91. A further premise of this article is that robotics could benefit from taking a closer interest in evolutionary history-the study of the phylogenetic relationships between animals and the nature of evolutionary change from the first animal forms to those of the present day. Valuable insights for robotics should be gained if we can understand how complex biological control systems were derived from simpler ones-a question that can only be answered by investigating the evolution of neural circuits and of animal behavior. Of course, brains and behavior do not make good fossils. This gives investigators of neural and behavioral evolution the difficult task of drawing inferences about ancestral forms from clues found in comparative and developmental studies (e.g. [8, 16, 30, 331 [34] is remarkably similar to a robot wall follower where the object being followed, instead of being a fixed contour, is the trail of disturbed sediment generated by the animal's own movements.
Our combined interest in evolutionary biology and robotics has led us to investigate trace-making behavior in a custom-built robot that generates and follows trails across the laboratory floor. Our aim is to enhance the realism of some aspects of trace fossil modeling (e.g., by introducing the constraints of genuine sensorimotor coordination) and, at the same, to demonstrate the parallels between behavior-based robots and the behavior of early metazoan animals. The sediment feeders we have attempted to model probably used chemical and mechanical sensory systems to detect and follow their tracks and burrows [37] . However, as a first approximation of these mechanisms we have used light sensors to detect a trail of paper that is dispensed by the robot as it moves. The robot trace maker, shown in Figure 2 , possesses two motor-driven wheels, a front nondriven castor (to provide stability), and a motor-driven paper dispenser that releases a constant stream of paper while the robot is moving. Steering is effected by changing the speed of the two driven wheels, each of which has five speeds ( follow the paper trail relies on the different reflectance (under ambient light) of the white paper dispensed by the robot and the dark-colored laboratory floor on which the robot moves. Two infrared sensors mounted at the front of the robot are used to implement a primitive obstacle-detection mechanism. Further details of the robot implementation are given in the Appendix.
Spiral Trails
A spiral trace pattern can be generated using just one of the two sensor arms and a combination of thigmotaxis (approach existing track), phobotaxis (avoid track recrossing), and a default advance behavior. Phobotaxis, interpreted as a turn away from the sensor arm, is triggered when the value of the inner LDR sensor is greater than a threshold set slightly above the-reflectance of the dark floor surface. Thigmotaxis, a turn toward the sensor arm, is triggered when the value of the outer LDR sensor is less than a threshold set slightly below the reflectance of the paper dispensed by the robot. In both cases the required turn is achieved by rotating the drive wheel on the outside of the turn at speed "slow forward" and that on the inside at speed "slow reverse." Phobotaxis has priority over thigmotaxis so that in the rare event that trigger conditions for both behaviors are satisfied simultaneously the former takes precedence (this can happen, for instance, if the paper trail becomes twisted and is therefore uncharacteristically narrow at a given point). When neither of the two taxes are active the advance behavior moves the robot forward on a trajectory that drifts inward toward the sensor arm. This is achieved by driving the inner wheel at speed "slow forward" and the outer wheel at speed "fast forward." Figure 3 illustrates these behaviors and shows the robot control system viewed as a "subsumption architecture" [5, 7] . In Figure 4 shows the trail generated when behavior is driven by the left sensor arm. The robot spirals outward in an anticlockwise fashion forming a pattern, known as the Archimedes spiral, that is often found in trace fossils. Note that the start of the spiral needs no particular programming but is simply the outcome of a situation in which there is previous trail to follow. Figure 5 shows a spiraling trace fossil for comparison.
More Complex Meanders
Strophotaxis, the U-turn behavior, can be effected in a simple manner by transferring control of thigmotaxis from one sensor arm to the other. The angle of turn need not be specified, as thigmotaxis on the newly activated side of the robot will cause it to rotate until contact with the trail is regained on that side. A general architecture for generating complex meanders containing such U-turns is illustrated in Figure 6 .
The phobotaxis, thigmotaxis, and advance modules in the left side of this control circuit are the same as in the architecture used to generate the spiral; those on the right side are copies with appropriate connections to the motors and to the right sensor arm. Only one side of the architecture is active at a given time. The strophotaxis module in the active side initiates a U-turn by switching off the control modules on its own side and activating those on the opposite side.
An interesting question concerns how and when the strophotaxis behavior is trig- gered. Raup and Seilacher [34] Figure 8 shows a more tightly coiled robot trail generated by a "strong" meandering architecture. In this example, the robot's thigmotaxis and phobotaxis behaviors were in continuous operation between U-turns (as they were in the architecture used to generate the spiral in Figure 4) . The "push-pull" control of these behaviors ensures that the trajectory of the robot clings closely to the contour of its previous trail, generating a more compact pattern. In the example shown, strophotaxis occurs every 30 seconds. However, by adjusting this value, radically different meandering patterns can be generated (settings of around 8 seconds or 60 seconds would generate meanders more similar to Parts 1 and 3 of Figure 1 , respectively).
It is interesting to note that the meander in Figure 8 Figure 10 (starter spirals can also be seen in Parts 1 and 3 of Figure 1 ). It is evident from the computer and robot simulations of these traces that the same underlying mechanisms can account for both the starter spiral and the meandering components of a trail. Finally, in Figure 11 , we illustrate the addition of a further layer of control to the robot architecture. In this example the infrared sensors at the front of the robot were used to detect the distance to any nearby obstacles and, when necessary, to trigger a highpriority avoid module that overrides the meandering behavior. In the example shown, the avoid module was combined with the weaker of the two meander architectures.
The intervention of an obstacle avoidance behavior was cited by Seilacher [37] as the possible cause of some of the shorter lobes observed in fossil meanders. It therefore seems likely that the activity of these animals was also controlled by a hierarchy of behavioral competences.
Comparisons with Computer Simulations
There are a number of differences between our own robot simulations and the computer models investigated by Raup and Seilacher [34] [38] with permission from the Liverpool Geological Society.
A second difference is that in the computer simulations of Raup and Seilacher [34] each strophotaxis event consists of an explicit turn through a fixed angle (usually 180°). In the robot, however, turns are made under the control of thigmotaxis and are therefore incremental and terminated by feedback. Both procedures generate fossillike meandering patterns; however, the self-correcting nature of the robot's turning mechanism suggests that it may produce more efficient meanders given the wideranging sources of natural variation just described. A second advantage is that no additional mechanism (to that already available for thigmotaxis) is presupposed for monitoring the angle of turn. A more detailed comparison between robot and fossil meandering patterns than has been presented here could serve to distinguish between these alternative hypotheses of interoceptively and exteroceptively regulated U-turn behavior (a suitable methodology for such an analysis is described in [23] ).
The present work could also be extended to model some more complex meandering patterns. For example, Figure 12 shows a number of trace fossils from the genus Cosmoraphe. This genus, which is characterized by the presence of small, secondorder undulations within the larger meanders, presents an interesting challenge for future modeling. Many other complex trace fossils, however, are three-dimensional structures and therefore beyond the scope of our current robot trace maker.
A point emphasized by Seilacher [39] is that the evolution of foraging behavior can occur through changes in the morphology of the animal as much as through improvements to neural control mechanisms. Our robot is easily reconfigurable, which allows experiments using different sensor positions, turning radii, and so on. In practice, however, we have found that there is only limited scope for variability without radical redesign of the robot's structure. Changes to one aspect of the morphology often have unforeseen and undesirable effects on the robot's behavior that can only be put right by rebuilding other aspects of the robot configuration. Indeed, there appears to be a web of constraints here such that the different morphological "parameters" are not really independent. [38] with permission from the Liverpool Geological Society.
Related Work
Seilacher [37] has described four further categories of trace fossils in addition to the class of foraging trails we have been largely concerned with here. These other categories cover crawling tracks, feeding burrows, resting tracks, and permanent dwellings or burrows. Many fossils provide clues only with respect to a small fraction of the organism's behavioral repertoire. Feeding and dwelling bttrrows, however, can (like foraging trails) give a more complete insight into the lifestyle of the trace maker. For instance, the meander pattern shown in Part 3 of Figure 1 , which is made by the living beach worm Paraonis fulgens, was shown by Roder [36] to be a feeding burrow rather than a grazing pattern. The difference, in this case, is that the mucous that lines the burrow walls forms a "trap" for the microorganisms on which the animal feeds. After building the spiral (which is unfortunately washed away at each high tide), repeated visits to the lobes provide the worm with a continual harvest of food. The compact nature of the burrow may confer an advantage on the animal when the worm population is high [4] .
Röder's analysis of the Paraonis fulgens meander as a feeding burrow inspired Seilacher [38] to review the functional interpretation of a number of trace fossils, such as the honeycomb-like structures of genus Paleodictyon, an example of which is shown in Figure 13 . These traces break a "cardinal rule" of foraging meanders: Never recross the existing trail. With their regular patterning and multiple exits Seilacher suggests that these traces might be better understood as food "search nets" or as "farms" for bacteria or fungi. In [38] he also proposes a number of possible mechanisms that could be used to derive similar patterns, for instance, the superpositioning of two meandering traces at right angles to one another.
Shortly after their publication, the trace fossil simulations of Raup and Seilacher [34] [12, 30] . Some of these animals may therefore have led very mobile and active lifestyles and exhibited complex and appropriate reactions to varied stimuli. Comparative and paleo-neurobiological studies also indicate that "groundplans" for the neural circuitry of the different phyla were established during this period, and that these placed significant constraints on subsequent evolution. For instance, the basic pattern I Seilacher [37, 39] has suggested that the complexity of trace fossil behavior increased gradually for 100 million years or so after the start of the Cambrian period: however, recent finds have caused this conclusion to be revised, and it is now thought likely that trace fossil diversity increased during the Cambrian radiation and has been relatively constant since [13, 33] . Certainly, efficient grazing patterns are now know from rocks of the Vendian and early Cambrian periods [13] . 
